Roy Pfund November 30, 2008

First Editions
I am simply Proposing that we give articles a series of sub-pages in pdf form called First
Editions (or insert edition # here) that are both a unalterable and have a status of completion; So
that at all times there is an easily found version in a approvable and citable state. These should be
published works released into the public domain.

Due to the fact that articles can be changed at any time by anyone we need to
establish a type of article whose accuracy cannot be as easily questioned; so as to be
citable in more reputable documents and still not be questioned because it is sourced as
Wikipedia. For instance there is not much extremely revolutionary encyclopedic work
being done concerning the english letter “A” or the human organ “Nipple”. We could call
this new feature “Emendo Primoris”(First Edition), we should be able to commemorate
any and all articles a sort of inauguration when they reach a status of not capable any
profound encyclopedic work that way if somehow some-one does manage to by-pass all
the bots and replace some of the article contents with “poopy, ha ha” or if a Wikipedia
Bold Revert Direct and a large amount of irreplaceable content gets lost in some
obscure article history. We will still at all times; have an approvable and citable article
state, and a look at how the article has or has not changed over time.
In addition, I think in the ability to create these editions should only be given to
administrators who also use some form of peer review or should require the consent of
more than 1 administrator before they are able to be published; also when they do create
these “editions” they should be able to name the edition from the following if applicable:
Emendo Mortalis
Emendo Libri

edition released immediately after should let 30 days transpire to let
the death of the person
as much information as possible
collect about the person
Edition released immediately after the release of the book into public
domain

Note; these editions should be published documents and not be alterable. the actual process for
creation of these documents should be up in the air as I am simply proposing the feature not its
implementation; I assume it should include peer review and should condone a more professional
view of Wikipedia itself. perhaps there should be a limit of 1 edition released per decade so that
people may be more encouraged to read and edit the current unpublished article.
On a further note as of recently there have been some very annoying ads on Wikipedia as of
recently I think people are aware of the donation feature and that Wikipedia is an information
repository NOT A MARKETPLACE.
copyright: Wikipedia and all other respective references are of course copyright of the
Wikimedia Foundation.

